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Research as a Source of Funding

Graph showing trends in research grants and contracts, state appropriations & aid, tuition & fees, and private gifts & grants from 1990 to 2012.
Mission

Grow the Research Program

Support the Research Program

Maximize Impact

Ensure Compliance
Innovation and Impact

IDEATION
People create new knowledge, research.

NEW KNOWLEDGE
Ideas, Discoveries, New Processes & Methods, Inventions

TRANSLATION
People turn knowledge into practical use, implement.

TRANSLATIONAL PATHWAYS
Teach, Publish, Present > Change the field
Inform, Service > Persuade, Social Entrepreneurship
License/Startups > Blockbuster, Growth Entrepreneurship

IMPAKT
People contribute new, better solutions to society.

OUTCOMES
Positive, profound IMPACT (academic-social-economic)

PROBLEM SOLUTION... BETTER WORLD
Selected Initiatives 2013-2014

Research Development
National Consortium for Data Science
Patent Review and Technology Enhancement
Research Communication
Project Archie Task Force